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Despite its European ambitions, the majority of

ICL's revenues continue to come from the U.K.

where the bulk of its service development

activity is taking place. Total European service

revenues in 1991 were almost $1.3 billion, of

which $790 million came from hardware

maintenance.

Positioning

ICL (U.K.) claims to be the U.K.'s largest IT

services provider, with service revenues in 1991

estimated at $765 million. Of this, $430
million come from hardware maintenance,

leaving a balance of $335 million for

professional services. There are two principal

outlets for tliese services:

• Customer Service Division (CSD)
• Associated Services Division (ASD)

However, the industry-related sales and

marketing divisions also provide software

development and support services, for example,

in vertical market sectors. ICL (U.K.) also has

separate subsidiaries, providing facilities

management (CFM) and disaster recovery

services (Guardian). Sorbus Europe, ICL's

51% owned 'joint venture' with Bell Adantic in

multi-vendor maintenance, reports to ICL at

board level, but with direct links with ICL
Customer Service at the operating country

level.

Exhibit 1 outlines ICL's Market Strategy for the

U.K.

Cross-industry services include business

consultancy, process engineering, design,

development, implementation, support and

operations, with Associated Services Division

largely active 'upstream' of implementation.

Exhibit 2 summarises the main activities of

ASD. Customer Service Division is active in

both implementation and support, and CFM and

Guardian in operations.

ICL's Customer Service Division defines its

professional services as 'non-remedial' services

that support a customer in developing,

operating/managing, improving the

productivity of, and migrating to and from

information systems.

By contrast with ASD, which claims that its

services are not hardware-vendor oriented,

CSD positions its services relative to specific

hardware and software platforms such as VME
and UNIX, and up to the generic application

level. It does not address customer specific

applications. CSD, like Bull and an increasing

number of other systems vendors, positions its

services relative to the systems lifecycle

through embracing consulting, design,

implementation and maintenance.
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Exhibit 1 ICL (U.K.) Market Strategy

To supply:

Commodity Industry Cross Industry

Products Solutions Services

Delivered through:

Technology pic Industry ASD, CSD, CFM
Divisions Guardian

Source: INPUT

Exhibit 2 Associated Services Division Activities

Consultancy and Technical - Consultancy (technical and
Services IT exploitation)

- Project services

- Network services

- CPS (remote development

and documentation)

Peritas Limited - Education and training

Workplace Technology Limited - Environmental services

ICL Secure Systems - Systems integration and

secure UNIX

CHOTS Project - Government project

Far East Operations - Airline systems

LITS Project - Logistics (bid stage)

Business Operations - Service activity start-ups

Source: INPUT
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Within Europe professional services activities

are principally focused on consulting and
systems integration (SI). There is a separately

identified service entity, ICL Europe Services.

Future Directions

ICL's future strategy is to firmly position itself

as a major force in the European Software and

Services market. In its own words, it is aiming

to become one of the top five vendors in this

market. As a member of the Fujitsu 'family' of

companies, ICL is working to implement the

Fujitsu policy, which is to benefit from the

globalisation of today's markets. In the first

instance, however, ICL is concentrating on
increasing its penetration of the European
market.

To further its objectives, ICL is pursuing a two-

pronged strategy:

• Use services to draw in equipment sales

• Use equipment sales to draw in services

This approach is based on spanning the service

and technology spectrum by setting up,

acquiring, or spinning off service activities

based on quasi-autonomous limited companies,

which can acquire and/or parmer in their turn.

These units are expected to report in to ICL on
a board to shareholder basis. Their services

portfolios are targeted at ICL and non-ICL
users.

Extensive market research has been conducted

by ASD and CSD to establish market needs by
service area, vertical sector and platform.

Acknowledging that hardware maintenance

revenues are now in decline, CSD particularly

seeks to provide full support at user level,

including generic and customer specific

applications, for the PC and UNIX
environments. It also promotes the concept of

providing a Total Managed Service within

multi-vendor environments by drawing in

experience elsewhere in ICL and from Sorbus.

Its research has, however, also shown that

customers like to be able to buy professional

services on an 'as and when' basis, and that it is

necessary to provide unbundled component
level services as well as service and systems

management packages.

A key element in ICL's Open Systems strategy

is the concept of Open Services, i.e. services

that can be applied across multi-vendor

networks and can be specific to one or more
proprietary components of an open network,

while at the same time enhancing the

'openness' of the overall solution. The concept

extends to the design and construction—within

the framework of an Open Services

Architecture—of a renewable and updateable

portfolio of services that can provide service

across a heterogeneous network of systems in a

building block fashion.

In this way, ICL hopes and plans to extend its

services user base away from its own hardware

sites and into the sites largely 'owned' by its

competitors. The building block method
implies that the productising of individual

services will be seen as building block

modules. These modules may be specific to

one or more platforms (hardware or software)

and may be integrated using the standard

interface of the architecture to provide seamless

service in heterogeneous network situations.

ICL would not claim to have achieved this

objective yet, but it has clearly identified this

set of goals to itself and has put in place an

ongoing development programme that will

bring all the service products for its target

market sectors on-stream in a timely manner.

As with a number of other customer service

organisations interviewed, CSD is investing in

technologies that will allow it to provide a

greater range of remote support services. It is

also willing to act as a services broker, pulling

in services from outside the ICL group, if this is

the best way to meet customer need.
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Strengths and Weaknesses

ICL perceives that its key strengths are the

breadth and longevity of its service offerings,

which have given it a substantial track record

and strong skills base across the service

spectrum. Its knowledge of and commitment to

open and networked systems, and particularly

UNIX, is seen as key to its future growth out of

its own proprietary base because each new
UNIX shipment is an opportunity to extend its

service as well as its equipment sales.

Its principal difficulty is perceived to be

changing its image from that of a vendor of

equipment, to that of a solutions and services

supplier. It was this difficulty (which it shares

with the other systems vendors) that brought

about the demise of IT Partners: its foray into

business consulting. Again, like other

equipment vendors, ICL still feels exposed to

competition in this area. ICL also

acknowledges that it will need to work on
getting its sales channels for services right, and

on obtaining the right delivery skills mix as it

moves into the non-ICL marketplace.

Professional Services Provided

Through its various service delivery

mechanisms, ICL provides a full range of

services including:

• Consultancy (largely technical but including

quality and change management)

• Network and Computer Operations

• Systems Software Services

• Configuration and Capacity Planning

• Network Design and Management

• Software Development

• Resourcing Services (including the

outsourcing of recruitment and personnel

activities)

• Education and Training

• Contingency Planning and Disaster Recovery

services

• Environmental Services (including both

design and Health and Safety activities)

• Systems Integration (at both the technical

integration and systems integration levels)

• Documentation

• Multi-Media Services

The service delivery structure for ASD was
given in Exhibit 1 . That for CSD is as shown in

Exhibit 3.

By adopting a matrix approach—in which any

service can be marketed for any platform

—

CSD is able to promote specific packages of

services for different environments; for

example, CAREWARE services for PC's,

Networking Services, OFFICEPOWER
services, UNIX Server services, INGRES
services. Total Managed Service etc.

Pricing

Services, such as training and some aspects of

systems maintenance, are priced on a module

basis. Fixed price per assignment is becoming
the preferred form of pricing, with the emphasis

on added value in delivering a pre-agreed

result. Discounting is used on a volume basis,

and some services may be discounted if sold on
tlie back of others within service packages.

Organisation

As this profile shows, there is no single distinct

professional services unit within ICL, although

it is plarmed to give the professional services

provided within CSD a more distinct identity.

At present, service sales are channeled tlirough

the principal vertically-oriented sales

organisations, with individual account
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Customer Service Division

Professional Service Matrix

Platform Services

VME Start-up

UNIX Remote support

DOS Software:

Networks • install

Office systems • upgrade

Relational products • update

Teamware • support

Security • develop

Open Foundation Systems:

Ml ol II LCOLU 1 c
• review

iniegraiion
.

• tuning

ncdllll dflU bdlciy
• administration

• design

• planning

• migration

• transition

Help-desks

Documentation

Project management

Workshops

Source: INPUT

managers responsible for scoping and

resourcing the service needs of their customers.

It is acknowledged that issues such as targeting

and rewarding must be addressed if the

traditional bias toward systems sales is to be

corrected. CSD also work through the Account

© 1993 by INPUT. Reproduction prohibited.

Support Managers, who map on to the account

sales teams on a post-sales basis.

There are plans to identify distinct service sales

specialists within CSD, and the various

businesses within ASD, to work with and
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independently of the main sales channel;

particularly on winning business outside the

ICL base.

There is a service marketing function within

CSD and marketing activity within each of the

main businesses of ASD. CSD is currently

running a major services campaign based on the

systems lifecycle concept and the grouping of

services by technology platform.

Resourcing

Partnering and acquisition are the principal

mechanisms being used by ASD and CSD to

extend their service skills. CSD, for example,

has a Preferred Service Partners programme,

and also runs a service accreditation scheme for

external suppliers.

Training is being used to promote the services

message internally, to provide new skills, and to

address some of the cultural issues faced by

ICL. Recruitment and sub-contracting are used

as appropriate to resource specific skills.

Competitive Positioning

ICL sees its growth in services coming as much
from the outsourcing of activities previously

done in-house, as from taking market share

from competitors. It acknowledges, however,

that its principal direct competition is likely to

come from systems houses and professional-

service companies. Other hardware vendors are

not perceived as major competitors, and dealers

and distributors are seen as potential partners.

Low-level attrition from a range of small, niche

companies is recognised.

Competitive differentiation is based upon ICL's

clear understanding of relevant technologies

such as the UNIX and PC environments, the

breadth of its service offering lending 'strength

in diversity', and its ability to integrate its

different service streams within a single

customer environment (as in the CHOTS
project). Its 'arms-length' approach to its

service businesses is also seen as giving these

different units greater flexibility in responding

to changing market conditions.

ICL's View on the Marketplace

ICL sees its principal service opportunities as

being in tlie areas of systems integration and

management, secure systems, services related

to optimising systems performance and

environmental services. For ICL, its focus

upon open environments has increased its

competitiveness, and UNIX is the area that is

now providing the engine for revenue growth.

It therefore sees the increased penetration of

open and networked systems as a major

opportunity by creating demand for new, and

more integrated, services, and by providing the

means by which greater service productivity,

using remote techniques, can be delivered. Its

Open Framework Services group within

Product Operations is working with CSD and

Sorbus in this area.

Other technology developments seen as

impacting ICL's future business are client/

server computing, improved storage and chip

technologies, and developments in CASE and

Artificial Intelligence.

INPUT'S Assessment

ICL has decided to tackle the impasse on how
to break out of its own user base by adopting an

aggressive acquisition and partnering strategy

based upon Open Systems and Open Services.

It is spending a great deal of time and effort

positioning itself as a services supplier. By
trading under a variety of non-ICL company
names (Technology pic, Peritas, CFM,
Guardian, Workplace Technology, Sorbus, etc.)

ICL is seeking to weaken the link in the mind
of the market-place with its systems supply

activities.

The dilemma ICL faces is that its own sales

channels and many of its existing workforce are

finding it hard to keep pace with the rate of

transition. Opening up a lot of new sales

INPUT
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channels enlarges the market opportunity, but is

likely to create confusion in its corporate

customer and prospect base. Branding services

and segmenting their supply makes it easier for

sales personnel and customers to find their way
around the services portfolio, yet makes the

process of service integration that much harder.

At a tactical level, service integration becomes
harder still because the need to meet revenue

targets makes competition among service

activities as likely as cooperation, and issues

such as inter-company trading are barriers to

co-working.

However, ICL's stance, unlike that of a number
of vendors, is offensive rather than defensive,

and its commitment to open systems and the

concept of open support is not an add-on. If it

can get the sales and delivery mechanisms as

clear as the concept, ICL could outperform the

rest of its competitors, as it has already done in

terms of profitability during the past decade.

Company Details

ICL is registered in tlie United Kingdom (U.K.)

as a public limited company (pic). Its

headquarters are in Putney, south-west London.

ICL employs some 21,000 employees and

operates in over 70 countries worldwide.

Eighty percent owned by Fujitsu, the Japanese

electronics giant that is second only to IBM by
size of revenues obtained in the world wide IT

market, ICL specialises in the provision of

integrated business solutions to meet the

information technology needs of specific

vertical markets, principally:

• Retailing

• Manufacturing
• Financial services

• Public administration

ICL's corporate objectives are to increase

turnover and market share, principally within

Europe, through a policy of acquisitions,

mergers and joint venmres. Outside Europe,

local ICL operations are increasingly being

merged with those of Fujitsu under the Fujitsu

banner.

ICL is strongly committed to open systems and

particularly open systems networking. In the

foreft-ont of OSI from its inception, ICL was
instrumental in the establishment of UNIX
International and X/Open, and has participated

enthusiastically in standards setting activities.

This Research Bulletin is an excerpt from a full research report issued as part of INPUT'S
Customer Services Programme—Europe. If you have questions or comments on this bulletin or wish to purchase the report,

please contact Peter Lines at INPUT, 17 Hill Street, London WIX 7FB, England.

Tel. (071) 493 9335, Fax (071) 629 0179
, , .
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\About INPUT
Since 1974, information technology (IT) users and vendors throughout the world have relied on
INPUT for data, objective analysis and insightful opinions to support their plans, market assessments

and technology directions, particularly in computer software and services. Clients make informed
decisions more quickly and save on the cost of internal research by using INPUT'S services.

Call us today to learn how your company can use INPUT'S knowledge and experience to grow and
profit in the revolutionary IT world of the 1990s.

MMAnnual Subscription Programmes

European and North American Market Analysis Programmes

Analysis ofInformation Services, Software and Systems Maintenance Markets

5-year Forecasts, Competitive and Trend Analysis

1 5 Vertical Markets • 9 Categories of Software and Services • 7 Cross-Industry Markets
• The Worldwide Market (30 countries)

European Focused Programmes

• Outsourcing (vendor and user)

• Downsizing (vendor and user)

• Systems Integration

• Corporate Networks
• Customer Services f

Custom Consulting

U.S. Focused Programmes

Outsourcing (vendor and user)

Downsizing (vendor and user)

Systems Integration

EDI and Electronic Commerce
IT Vendor Analysis

U.S. Federal Government IT Procurements

Many vendors leverage INPUT'S proprietary data and industry knowledge by contracting for

custom consulting projects to address questions about their specific market strategies, new product/
service ideas, customer satisfaction levels, competitive positions and merger/acquisition options.

INPUT advises users on a variety of IT planning and implementation issues. Clients retain INPUT
to assess the effectiveness of outsourcing their IT operations, assist in the vendor selection process
and in contract negotiation/implementation. INPUT has also evaluated users' plans for systems and

applications downsizing.

INPUT Worldwide

London— 17 Hill Street

London WIX 7FB, England
Tel. +71 493-9335 Fax +71 629-0179

Paris— 24, avenue du Recteur Poincare

75016 Paris, France

Tel. +1 46 47 65 65 Fax +1 46 47 69 50

Frankfurt— Sudetenstrasse 9
W-6306 Langgons-Niederkleen, Germany

Tel. + 6447-7229 Fax +6447-7327

Tokyo— Saida Building, 4-6

Kanda Sakuma-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101, Japan

Tel. +3 3864-0531 Fax +3 3864-41 14

San Francisco— 1280 Villa Street

Mountain View, CA 94041-1194
Tel. (415) 961-3300 Fax (415) 961-3966

New York— 400 Frank W. Burr Blvd.

Teaneck, NJ 07666
Tel. (201) 801-0050 Fax (201) 801-0441

Washington, D.C. — 1953 Gallows Rd., Ste. 560
Vienna, VA 22182

Tel. (703) 847-6870 Fax (703) 847-6872
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Equipment Vendors—The Move from
Service to Services
For several years many of the leading

equipment vendors have declared their

intentions of re-orienting their business away
from pure equipment manufacture and its

servicing, toward tiie software and services

market. According to INPUT'S analysis of their

European revenue streams in 1992, the speed of

making this change varies considerably from

vendor to vendor. Overall, there is a strong

trend to increase software and services revenue,

particularly for those faced with a shrinking

share of the hardware market.

The change is taking place tlirough two distinct

activities. The first is a form of financial re-

engineering. The second is genuine

development of new business revenues.

The financial re-engineering within the

equipment vendors has taken the form of

unbundling software and services from

hardware prices and costs. Lower equipment

prices have been achieved by separating out the

chai ges for software and for supporting

services, and then by increasing these

unbundled prices to reflect the customer's

perception of their value rather than their cost.

Therefore, as hardware prices continue to fall

there has been a significant increase in the user

expenditure on software and services. The
open systems movement had a large role to play

in lliis re-balancing of IT spending, as it has

encouraged hardware price wars. Examples of

unbundled software and services are:

• Operating systems software

• Systems software options

• Systems software support

• Pre- sales systems engineering

• System perfonnance audits.

Genuine development of new software and

services business takes the form of various

types of diversification. Here the vendors are

looking for a larger share of their customer's IT

spend. This can be for services not previously

bought, or it can be as a prime contractor for

products and services bought from a variety of

sources. For example, the traditional

equipment vendors are making inroads into

markets in:

Cable network design and installation

Disaster recovery services
:

Multivendor maintenance

Outsourced systems operations

Systems integration

Managemen.t consultancy
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Exhibits 1 and 2 show INPUT'S analysis and

estimates of the business mix for the 1992

European revenues of the leading five U.S. and

four European equipment vendors respectively.

Their total business is here split into:

• Software products and tlieir support

• Equipment maintenance services

• All other services (except financing services)

• Other revenues—primarily equipment sales

Each equipment vendor has a unique blend of

revenues. Exhibit 3 tabulates the base ratios

used to create these charts. The "Other

Revenues" category shows the continuing

dependence of each vendor on equipment

revenues.

AT&T, composed mostly of the NCR and Islel

acquisitions, shows the largest proportion of

software and services business among tlie U.S.

vendors in Exhibit 1

.

ICL has a clear lead over the other European

vendors in Exhibit 2 with almost 60% of its

revenues gained from software, services and

maintenance ratlier tlian equipment sales.

Much of tliis has been achieved by the

acquisition of software and service vendors

over the past five years. In lime ICL is set to

become/perceived in the market as an

"independent vendor". All these vendors,

however, will find it difficult to shed their

present day image as a "manufacturer".

Exhibit! •

European Revenue Mix, U.S. Equipment Vendors
1992

I I I I \ i I I i I I

0 20 40 60 80 100

Proportion of European Revenues
(Percent) Source: INPUT
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At the other end of tlie scale, Hewlett-Packard

which has been successfully winning market

share from its competitors witli leading edge

products, is still primarily an equipment vendor.

Even so, it also has a declared intention of

building its software and services capabilities,

but mainly to better serve its product business.

Exhibit 1 could give the impression that IBM
lags behind most of the other vendors in the

move to software and services. However, with

$20 billion of operations in Europe, IBM is the

revenue leader for all the analysed categories.

All ttiese vendors have made coji.siderable

strides in changing their business profiles as

tliey target software and services markets.

They now present a serious threat to the large,

independent vendors. The question remains,

will customers cease to differentiate between

the manufacturers and the independents as

biased versus unbiased? Time will tell.

Exhibit 2

European Revenue Mix, European Equipment Vendors
1992

Olivetti

SNi

Bull

100

Proportion of European Revenues
(Percent)

^ Software Products

Equipment Maintenance

M Other Services
1

Other Revenues

Source: INPUT
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Exhibit 3

Business Mix of Equipment Vendors'
European Revenues, 1992

Proportion of European Revenues (Percent)

Vendor
Software
Products

Equipment
Maintenance

Other
Services

Other
Revenues

Total

Revenues

IBM 18 12 9 61 100

Digital 15 25 16 44 100

AT&T 5 28 24 43 100

Unisys 12 23 19 46 100

HP 5 15 4 76 100

SNI 11 19 14 57 100

Bull 11 22 13 54 100

ICL 16 24 17 43 100

Olivetti 3 15 12 70 100

Source: INPUT
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